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l.

Intro duction

COUPLED BR OADBAND

The prediction of gravitational radiarion that travels at the speed of Ught has been
an essential part of every gravitational theory since the discovery of special relativiiy.
I^
In !918, Einstein, usirg a rveak-field appPoxirnation in bis very successful geometrical
theory of gravity (the general theory of relativity), indicated the form that gravitational
waves would take rn ihis theorj- and demonstrated that systems with titne-variant mass
quadrupole moments u,ou]d lose energy by gravitational radiation.
It was evident to
Einstein that since gravitationaf radiation is extremely weak, the most likely measurable
radiatj,on woulci come from astronomi,cal sources. For many years the subject of
gravj.tational radiation remained the province of a few dedicated theorists; however,
the recen! discovery of the pulsars and the pioneering and controve:'sial experiments
of Weber-''

at the Universitt' of Maryland have engendered a new interest in ihe

field.
Weber has reported coincldent excitarions in two gravitational anter/tras separaied
1000 km. These antelrnas are high-Q resonard ba.rs tuned to 1.6 kHz. He attributes
these excitattons to puLses of graviiadonal radiadon emitted by broadband sources concenirated nesr the eenter of our galaxy. If Weberrs i$terpretatj.on of these events is
the:'e is ar e!:ormous flnx of gravitationaL fadiation incident on the Earth.
Seve:'al research groups throughout the world afe attempti.ng to confirm these
resufts vlith resonant siructure gravitational antennas similar to those of Weber. A
corlect,

broadband antenna oI the type proposed in thi.s report would give independent conJirmation of the e:aistenceof these events, as weII as furnish nev inJormation about the pulse
shaDes.
The discovery of the pulsars may have uncovered sources of gravitational radiation
which have e$remely well-krown freque:tcies and angular positions. The fastest known
pulsar is NP 0532, in the Crab Nebula, vhich rotates at 30.2 Hz. The gravitarional (lux
j.ncident on the Earth from NP 0532 at muttiples of 30. 2 Hz can be to-6 etg/cmz 1s at
most. T' is i.s much smafler than the intensity of the events measured b;' Weber. The
derectir.,nol pulsar signals, however, calr be beneflted by use of correlation techniques
and long integration times.
The proposed antenia design can serve as a pulsar antenna and offers some distincr
advant€es over high-Q acousticall:'/ eoupled structures.
2.

Description

of a Gravitarional Wave in the General Theory of Relati.vitl

In his paper on gravitational. waves (1918), Einstejr showed b-v a perturbation
argumenr thar a weali gravitational plane wave has' an irreducibl'e metri.c tensor ir, an
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abnos! Euclidean space. The mral metric tensor
i s g . . = rlij + hij, where
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is the Minko\rski backgroundmetric tensor, b.. is the perturbation
metric tensor
resulting f:'om the gravi.tationar *ave, ald it isuassumed that
arl components of this
tensor are much smaller than t, If the plane :rave propagates
in the x, direction, i.t
is alwa-r'spossible to find a coordirate system in which hq takes
the irieducible form
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wlth h", = -h33, and nZZ= hZZ. The tensor components
have the usual functional
dependence f(x, -ct).
To gain some insight into the me ani,ng or a plane gravitational
$ave, assume that
the \rave i.s i.n the single polarizaiion state hZl = hgZ ,
O, and furthe:more let hr, =
-h3: = h sin (kxr-,-t). The interval
betvireentwo ne:.lnuoring events is then given b11,.

652= g,.o"idxJ= ", ar, -la*? ( l + h s i nk * r - ' t ) ) a x ! + - h s i n ( k x ,- " t l l
rJ
1r
ox3,.
L ;+
The merric relates cooriinate disrances to proper lengths.
In this metric coordi.nare
time is proper time; ho*ever, the spati.al coordinates
are not proper lengths. Some
reality can be given to rhe coordinates b1'.placing free norunteracting
masses at va.r,ious
point. in space which then rabel the .coordinates.
The proper distance between two
coordi.nate poi.nrsma-r then be defired by the travel time of light
between the masses.
Assume a light source at xZ. -a/Z and a receiver et xZ= z/2.
For light, the toral
i.nterval is ahra-vs zero so that

d s z= o = . 2 d t z- ( t + h s h ( k x l - , r ) ) d 4 .
Since h <( l,
h c

f
r
cdt=Ll+isin(rcyl

- 'trJo...
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If the travel tirne of light, At, is much less than the period of the rvave,
the intesral for
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At becomes simple and we get

at=(r- 1." -')i
In tlre absence of the gravitational wave ft = !^/c = a/c, the coordinate distance
becorr.es
the proper length, The variation in ar becaus! of the gravitational wave
i.s civen bw
/h
r I^
6At. (;sin;tlj.
\z
/ c
This can be interprered as though the gravitational
in the x. direction of
^ l)

rrave p"oduces a strain i1 5nraa

tr..

r.

; = i s Li n _ T = * : . L
There is a colnparable strajn in the x3 direction, howeve:., inverted in phase,
This geometr:c desc:':ption of tbe etfects of a gravitatj.onel wave is useful
for showing
the interaction of the vave with free stalionary particles.
It becomes cumbersome when
the particles have coordiaate vero eiti,es or interact with each other. weber4
has dever.oped a d-vnamic descriprion of the effec: of a gravitalional wave on inte:,aciing
matte:.
which has negligible velocity. For the case of two masses m separated
by a proper
distance I along the x, direction that are coupled by a lossy spring,
the equat'on r.or
the differenliar. motion of the masses in ihe gravitali.onar. vave of the previous
example
becomes
d-*r*

;i-

-

r., dXlp

6

-;f

?
2
= c'Rrorol-,
* -J*zR

where xZR is the proper :elative displacement of the two masses,
and RZOZOis that
componeni of the Riemamian curvature tensor which ifieracts s,ith
the toasses to glve
lelative displacemenrs in the xz direcdon; it can be interpreteci as a gravitationar
gradiem force.
For the plane $ave,

R r ^ " ^= 4

Zc'

dt

If the masses are free, the equation of differ.entj.al motion becomes
,

d-yrp
dr-
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and, for zero-vel.ocit1. initi.al conditions, the strain becomes 3S = + h-., which is rne
v
z
L:
same result as thai arrived at b]'the geometric approach.
The intensit)' of the gravitational rrave in terms of the plane-lr ave metric tensor is
given b]' Landau and Lifshi.tz- as

,.=**r(+)'.i(+
+l]
3.

(l)

Gravi.tational Radiation Sources - Weber Events and Limits
on Pulsar Radiation

The strain that Weber observes in his bars is of the order of at/!. - tO-16. V tne
strain is caused by impulsive events that can excite a 1.6 kHz oscjllation in the bars,
the events must have a rise time of l0-'second or less -the fact that the bars have
a high Q does not enter into these considerations. The peak ineident gravi.tational flux
of these events is trul)' staggering. Using Eq. l, we calculate l- > 5 x 107 erg/s/cm' .
5

If the sources of this radiation, which are alleged to<be at the center of the galaxy,
radiate isotropj.cally, each pulse carries at least 5 x l0-- ergs out of the galaxy, the
equjvalent of the complete conversion to gravitational energy of I/40 of. the sunts rest
mass.

Weber observes on the average one of these events per day. At this rate the
entire knorn rest mass of the galaxy would be converted into gravitational radiation in
tl1
10'- years. Gravitational. radiation would then become the dominant energy loss mech-

anism for the galax)-.
Gravitational raCiation by pulsar NP 0532, even_at best, is not expected to be as
spectacular as the lveber pulses.

Goldo anj Pacinir bave proposed that pulsars are

rotating neutron stars

$ith off-axis magnetic fields. In a neutron star the surface
I r
l 2
magnetic field can be so large (-10'--10'- G)that the magnetic stresses perceptibll'

di.stort the star i.nto an ellipsoid with a principal axis along the magnetic moment of the
star. The star, as viewed in all inertial coordinate system, has a time-dependent mass
quadrupole moment that could be a source of gravitational radiation at twice the rotation
frequency of the star.

Gunn and OstrikerS have made a study of this puLsar model and

conclude from the known lifetime and present decay of the rotation frequency of NP 0532
that no more t|.art f/6 of the rotational energy loss of the pulsar could be attributed to
gravitational :'adiation.

The measured and assumed parameters for NP 0532 are listed

belorr,
Rotation Frequency
Slo$do$n Rate
Distance

v : 3 0 . 2 t 5 5 . . . ( r 3 . 4 x l O - 9 )I t z
d v / d t = - 3 . 8 5 9 2 9 4r . o o o o 5 3 x r 0 - 1 0 H z / s
d= l. 8 kpc
m = 1 . 4m O

Radius
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The gravitational radlarion intensity at 60.4 Hz ircident on the Earth must be less
than Id < I x l0-o erg/cn'/s.
The st:'ai.:tampli de corresponding to this intensiiy is

tt/t2 ro-za.
4.

Proposed -{nreffra Design

The principal idea of the anrenna is to place free masses at several. locations and
measure their separations inte:'feror::etrica11y. The notion is not new; it has appeareci as
a gedanken e:.pe:'iment in F. A. E. P:rani'st studies of the measurable properties of ihe
Riemaru tensor, Horvever, the fealizatioo that x'ith the advent of lasers it is feasible
to detect gravitational vaves by using this technigue grew out of an undergraduate
seminar that I ran at 11.I. T. several vears ago, and has been independently discovered
by Dr. Philip Chapman of the NationaJ. -treronautics and Space Administration,
Houston.
A schenatic
in Fig. V-20.

diagram of an electromagnetically

coupled gravitational

It is fundamentall;, a l{ichelson i.rterferometer

antenna is sho$n
operating j.n vacuum rvith

the mirrors

and beam splirter mounted on horizontal seismometer suspensions. The
suspensioDs must have resonant frequencies far below the frequeneies tr the gravita-

tiona] wave, a high Q, and negligible meehanical Eode cross coupling. The Laser beam
makes multiple passes i.n each ar!:r of the interferotaeter.
After pas sitrg through the
beam splitter,
reflective

the laser beatn enters either interferometer

arm through a hol€ in the

nearest the beam splitter, The beam i.s
:rrhich is made slightly astigmatic. The beam
continues to bounce back and forth, hirting different parts of the mirrors,
until eventuaUy it emerges through another hole in the reflective coatirg of the near mirror.
The
reflected

coating of the sphe:'i.cal mir:cr

and refocused by the far mir:.or,

beams from both arms are recombined ar the beam splitter and illuminate a photodetector, Optical delay lines of the type used in the jnterferometer arms have been
l n
described bv Herriott.'An exoeimental study of the rotational and traJrsverse translational stabilit]' of this kind of optical de!.ay line has been made by M. Wagner. I I
The interferometer

iE held on a fixed fringe by a servo system which controls the
optical deia)' in one of the interferometer aras.
In such a mode of operatj.on, the servo
output signal is proportional to the differential

strain induced in the arms. The servo
signal is derived by moduiating the oFical phase ia one arm with a Pockel-effect phase

shifter driven at a frequency at which the laser output power f,luctuations are small,
tpically
frequencies greater than l0 kHz. The photo signal at the modulation frequenc...
is slnchronousl_v detected, liltered, ald appued to tflo contloll.ers: a fast controller
which is another Pockel cell optical phase shiJter that holds the fringe at high frequencies, and a slolv large-amputude conrroller that drives one of the susoended masses to
compensate for therEal

drifts

and large-amplitude

low-frequency

ground noise.

The antenna arms c3n be rnade as large as is consistent with the condition that the
travel time of light in the arm is less :han one-half the period of the gravilational wave
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Fig. V-20.

Proposed antenna.

that is to be detected. This points out the principal feature of electromagnetically
coupled antennas relative to acoustically coupled ones such as bars; that an electromagnetic aDtenna can be.longer thar its acoustic counterpart in the ratio of the speed
of Ilght to the speed of sound !n materials, a faetor of l0-,

Since it is not the strain

but rather the diJferential displacement that is measured in these gravitational

antennas,

the proposed antenna can offer a distinct advantage in sensivity relative to bars in
'single-frequenc)'
gravitational radiation'
A significant
detecting both broadband and
improvement in thermal noise can also be realized.
5,

Noise Sources in the -{ntenna

The power spectrurn of noise from various sources in an antenna of the design shorvn
in Fig, V-20 is estimated below. The power spectra are given in equivalent displacements squared per unit frequeney interval,
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Amplitude Noise in the Laser Output power

The abilit), to measure the motion of an interferometer
frirge is limited by the
tl!:ctuations in amplitude of the photo current.
A fundamental limit to the ampu.iude
noise in a laser. output is the shor noise in
the arrival rate of the photons, as well
as
the noise generared in the stochastj,c process
of detection. At best, a laser can exhibir
Poisson ampritude noise' This limir has been
approached in single-mode gas lase:s
that are free of plasna osc:r'ations and in which
the ga:.n $ the amplifying medium ar
the frequencv of the oscillating opUcal line
is sarurated. I2, 13
The equivalenr spec:ra'-noise displacement
squared per unit frequency iaterval in
an interferometer of the design illustrated
by Fig. V-20, il.luminated by a poisson
norse.
limited lase:' and using optimat signal processing,
is given by
Ax- (f)
8 " 2 e P b ?" - b ( t - R )
whe:e h is planck's consrart, c the velocity of
light, ), the wavelength of the lase:.
lighr' € the quanrum effi.ciency of the photodetector, p
the totar laser output powe:., b
the number of passes in each j.nterferometer arE,
eJld R the reflectivity of the sphericai
mi:'rors.
The expressj.on has a rnj.nimulrl value for b = Z/(l _Rl,
As a:r example, for a 0. 5 W laser at 5O0O i,
and a mi*or
reflectivity
of 99. 5T0
using a photodelector vith 5o% quanium efficiency,
the minirnum varue of the spectr3r.
noise polver is
,\ -'

/f I

-;;-

b.

Lase:

> Io-)t

c:nt /Hz.

Phase Jei5s or Freque:rcy instabUi.iy

Phase instabilit]'

of the laser is transformed into dispracemelt
noise in an interwirir unequal path lengrhs. In an ideal raser
the phase lroise is produced
b)' spontaneous emission which adds photons of
random phase to the coheper$ laser
radiation field' The raser phase pe:':br:!s a random
walk 'n angle around the noisefree Phase an€Ie given by do = oot, The variance jJt
the phase g-*r" ." (ao-.
lz = t/"r",
whe:e s is the number of photons in the raser
mode, tc the laser cavity storage time,
and t the obse.varion time' This phase fluciuation
tre.lrslaies iDto an oscillatine frequen€J.'vidth ofthe laser given b!. t, = l/4ntcs.
Armstrong " has made an analysis oi th-e spectral porve:'
distribution in the outpur
of a two-beam inte:feromerer i.lrurninated by
a light source in which the phase noise has
a Gaussian disiribut'on in time. By use of hi.s results,
the equivalenr power spectrum
feromeler
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squa!:ed per unil frequenc)'in

of displaeement

Ax-(f)

the interferometer

is given by

2 ., 7.

a

:l-A-?-

A f

3 ' -

for the casefr ( I and 6n (< l, where " is the difference in travel time of light betveen
the two paths in the interferometer.
The maln reason for using a Michelson interferometer in the gravity antenna is that
r can be made smal.1 (equal to zero, if necessary), so that excessive demands need not
6 is much larger tban that
because of sponianeous ehission, especially for long-term measurements (Iarge t).
For small. T, however, 6 does approach the iheoretical limit. In a t)?ical case 6 might
be of the order of lo Hz and t approximately l0-7 second, which gives
be made on the laser frequency stability.

In most lasers

ax- (f)
Af

c,

\ _ r1un - ) n

n
g ^L Lr L llEv r z '

Nlechani.cal Thermal Noise in the Artenna
Mechanical thermal noise enters the antenna in two ways.

Fi.rst, there is thermal

motion of the center of mass of the masses on the horizontal suspensions and second,
there is thermal excitation of the internal normal modes of the masses about the center
Both types of thermal excitation can be handled by means of the same technique. The thermal nois€ i.s modeled by assuming that the mechanical' system is driven
by a stochastic driw!.ng force 'with a spectral power density given by

of mass.

AFz (f)
_:
= 4kTo

. z ,--

ow / Elz,

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature of the damPing medium'
and o the damping coefficient. we can express a in terms of Q' the resonant frequency,
The spectral Power
sl'stem, and the mass. Thus a = mor-/Q.
r.r
- O ', of
- - the
- - - -mechanical
---O'

density of the displacementsquared, becauseof the stochasiic driving force on a harmonic oscUlator, is
Ax-(f)
^a

Ar

r

r
-

a

m'.,|

a

t

tt-z'l'

i

)

+ "'/e'

't

4kTg,-m
.3
a\
'',

t

f-t" seismometer Suspension should have a resonant frequency much
lo1l,er than the frequency of the gravitational wave that is to be detected; in this case
where z = ,7ro.

z))landQ>l,togive
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KT

on the othe:' hand, the l0rvest norrnai-node frequencies
of the i*efnar. motions of
the nasses' incruding the :nir:'ors and rhe othe:. suspended
optical components, should
be higher than ihe g:'avitational wave Irequency. some
care must be taken to make the
entire suspended oprical system on each seismometer
Elounr as rigld as possibr.e. For
the inle:'nal motions z (< I and e )) l, so ihat
,,
ax- (f)

- ; ? - = +4r.T
.
,.J*n
s^
r.r s(

It is clesr trLt, asia. from reducing ihe te:rrpe:.arure, the
therbar noise can be minimized b"v usirrg high-Q nateriaLs anci a high-e susoension,
as long as the gravitatj.onal
wave frequenc:..does not fau near one of rhe :oechanical
resonances, The range of e
for internal modons is umited by available materiars: quarrz
has an inrernar e of
aPproximatel). 10", while for aluminum it is of the order of
tO5. Ttre e of the suspension can be conside:'ab1-vhigher than the intri.nsic
Q of materials.
The rer.evant quanrlt"!is the ratio ofthe Potential enelgJ/ storeci in the trraterials
to that stored in the Earth,s
g:afilational field jr the restoring mechanism.
The suspensi.onsare caitical cornponenrs in the antenna,
anci there is no obvious
optimal design. The specific geomet.]- of the opti.cs in the
interferometer can make
the interferomere:' output insensitive to molions along
some of the degrees of freedom
of the su'pension. For exampr'e, the inre:'rre:'ometer shown
in Fig. v-20 is filst-order
insensitive to morions of the suspended masses transverse
to the direction of propagation of light in the arms. It i,s arso first-order
ins ensitive to rotations of the mi.rrors.
Motions of the bean spritter assemblS' arong the 45. bisecting
rine of the interfelometer
produce rornmon phase 5 hifts in both arms and the:'efore
do not appear in the interferometer outpur. l(evertheless, the success of the anteluta
rests heavily on the mechaaical
design of the suspensions because the ther:nal.noise
couples in through them, aid ihey
also have to provide isolalion from grou:ld noise.
The general problem with suspensions is that i.n the real world
the"v do not have onry
one degree of free<iom but many, ard these modes of notion
tend to cross-spuple nonlinearly with each other, so that, b)' parametric conversion,
noi.se from one mode
appears in anothe:.. -{ rule of thumb, to mi.nimize this problem
in suspetsions, is to
have as ferv mo<iesas possible, and to make the resonarce
frequencies of the unwanted
modes high relarive to the operatir€ -od".15
It is still $'orrhwhir'e to look at an example of the theoretical
thermal noise rimit of
a singLe-degree-oi-freedom suspension. II rhe internal
e i.s tO5, the mass lO kG. and
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the lorvest frequenc)' resonance in the mass lo kHz, the thermal noise fror!
motions at room remperature for frequencies less than lO kHz is

inrernal

nx2 (f)

The thermal noise from center-of-mass motion on the suspension for a q - 194 ".,0
a resonant frequenc]'of 5 x lO-Z Hz becomes

axz (f)
- " ' t " -

4

f'

for frequencies greater than the resonant frequency of the suspension. with the chosen
sample parameters, the Poisson noise irl the laser amplitude.is larger than the thermal
noise at frequencies greater than ?00 Hz. An antenna that might be used^in the pulsar
radiati.on search would require, at room temperature, an me product lO' larger than
the example given, to match the Poisson noj.se of the laser.
d.

Radiation- Pre ssure \ioise from the Laser Light

Fluctuarions in the output pover of the laser can drive the suspended masses through
the radi.ation pressure of light. In pri.nciple, u the two arms of the interferometer are
completel;' symmetric,

both mechanically and opticall)', the interferometer
output is
insensitive to these fluctuations, Since complete s]'rnmetry is hard to achieve, this
noi.se source must stiU be considered. An inier€sthg point is that although one might
find a high modulation frequency for the servo system where the laser displays poi.sson
noise, it is the spectraL pover density of the fluctuatj.ons in the laser output at the lover
frequency of the gravj.tational wave lrhich excites the antenna, In other $ords, if this
is a serious noise sou:.ce, the laser has to have amplitude stability over a uride range
of frequencie s.
Radiation-pressure

noise can be treated in the same manner as thermal noise.
lf the ]aser displays Poisson noise, the spectral power densit)' of a stochastic radiationDressure force on one mirror
naz

/f\

2

-^
{b-hP
r a d ' " =-T;--r-

i.s

. z ,--

o5m / ttz,

$here b is the number of times the light beam hits the mirror,

and P is the average total

laser pover. Using the same sample parameters for the suspension as we used in calculating the thermal noise, and those for the laser in the discussion of the amplitude nolse,
the ratio of stochastic radiation pressure forces relative to stochastic thermal forces is
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-

Seismic Noise

If the artenna masses were firmly attached to the ground, the seismic noise, both
through horizontal and tilt motions of the ground, would be larger than any of the othe:.
noise sources considered thus far. The seismic noise on the earth at frequercies highe:
than 5 Hz has been studied b"vseve:.al investig"ro""16-18 at various locations borh on
the surface

and at different

depths.

ln areas far from humau industrj.al

actj.vity and

traflic,

the high-frequeney noise can be characterized by a stationary random process.
The noise at the surface appears highe: than at de.Dthsof I km or more, but an unam-

biguous dererminatior

of n'hether the high-frequelrclr noise i.s due to Rayleigh or to bod-v
waves has not been carri.ed out. Measurements made in a zinc mine at Ogdensburg,
New Jerse;r,'"

at a depth of approximatel.rv0.5 km have yieJ.dedthe smallesi published

values of seisrnic noise.

In the region l0- t00 Hz, the power spectrum is approximated

b]'
Axi(f)
---

r,.,n-14

---T-

2
t--.

t .-.*-.

f-

Although the spectrum has not beel measured at frequencies higher than 100 Hz, it
is aot e:{pected to decrease more slorvly with frequency at higher trequencies.
measurernents are typic all'.' large:' by'an order of B.agnitude.

Surface

By mounting the a$enna masses on horizontal seismometer suspensions. we can
substantiaU"'-reduce the selsEic noise enterirg the iDtelferometer. The isolation provided by a single- degree -of-freedom suspension is given by

+ tz/e)zf + b3/e\2
a x'- (-f) l t2 =[1t-zz'1
ax, (f)
where z = t/t^,
' 0

|
and f-( ' is the resona* frequency
of the suspension. Ax-(f)
-

placemeni of an antenna mass at freguenc;.' f relative to an lnertial frame,
is the modon ot'the Earih measured i! the same refereuce frame.

is the disand Axr(f)

-4't freguenc:es for which z ) I, the isolation ratio is

Ax-(fl l2 /r^\n
I -t:
/
/
\
r
axrtfl|

-=:-

/r \?
.l'o I I

For the sampi.e suspension paramete:s given, the estimated seismic noise entermg
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l0 < f < !0 kHz

t
lrith the average seismic d:'iving noise at the Earthts surface assumed' For frequencies
higher than too Hz, the effect of seismic noise is smaLler than the noise from the laser
arnpllr ude fluctuations.
A.lthough the isolation is adequate for d€lecting 1&eber-type events' an antenna
to detect pulsar radiation vould requi!.e bet!e:' rejection of tbe ground noise. several
approaches are possible. Clear1y, the susPension period can be increased to be longer
than 20 s, bur suspensions of ver",- long Perj.ods are difficult to work with. several
j.solation factors multishorter period suspensions ma5.be usec in se:ies, since their
p11-. The d:sadvanlage of this is thar by lnc:.easing the number of movi.ng members, the
mode cross-couoling problem is bound to be agg:'avated.
An interesting possibilitl'of reducing the sej.smic noise is to use a long-baseli.ne
antenna for which the period of the gravitational $ave is much shofier than the acoustic
.rravel time through rhe ground beirreen the antenna end Points. In thj.s situation, the
sections of ground at the end points are uncoupled from each othel' and the gralitational
l{avemovesthesuspended:nassinthesameuar'asthegroundaroundit.Inother
$.o!.ds, thet'e is lirde dlffe:ential motion bet$een the suspended mass and the neighboring
g:.ound because of the gravitational $ave. Differential motion would result Prj.maril!'
The differential motion can be neasured b)' using the suspended
rnass as an ine:.rial reference in a conventionaf seismometer. This information can
be applied to the interferometer outPut to remove the seismic-noise component'
fr.om seismic noise.

f.

The:ma]- Gradient Noise

presThermal gradienrs in the chamber housing the suspension Produce differential
sUres on the suspended mass through the residual gas molecules. The largest unbalanced
heat input into the s].stem occurs at the iDte:ferometer mirror where, after multiple
approximatel.v f/lo of the laser power will be absorbed'
n is
The excess pressu!'e on the mirror surface is aPproximatel]' p nkAT' where
the number of gas molecule sfcm1, k is Boltzmannts constant, and AT is the difference
in temper.ature bet$een the lnirror surface and the rest ofthe chamber, The fluctuaof
tions in aT can be calculated adequately b""-solving the one-dimensj.onal Problem
thermal diffusion from the surface iDto the interior of the mirror and the associated
antenna mass, which are assumed to be at a conslant temPerature'
intensity
The mirror surface teslPerature fluctuadons' AT(f), driven bv incident
fluctuati.ons AI(f), is given bY
reflections,
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3I(f)

aT( =
i

4 e o T r + ( - -c u e u r t l/ z f r / ?
The first term in ihe denomirator is the ra.diation
from the surface, with € the

llili1li;"'llill'il"ii1il:n:T.::';:."hi::il"T:..:
::'T;,JT

v
specific heat, p the densit-l., and kt the
the.mal conductivit"v of the mirror.
U the laser exhibits poisson noise, rhe sDectral
force density on the antenna mass
becomes

2 (rrk)z
--=:::--

t (tcupkt)

h a -

a""nz
/a".

Radiation is negjected because tt ls rnuch
smalle:. than the thermal diffusion. Usi.ne the
foilorving parameters for glass, c., - l O b
erg/gm .K,-p - 4, k+- lO3 erg/s cm .K, an
average lase:. power of O.5 1V anO a vacuum
of I x 10-6 mtn fg, the ratio of the thermal_
gradient noise to lhe thea:nal noise forces
in the sample suspension i.s

g.

Cosmic-Ray Noise

The principar component of the high-energy pa*iele
background both belorv and on
the Earth,s surface is muons \rith kineti.c
t
9
ene:.gi.e" g"..a"" tnan o. i BeV. A muon
that passes through or stops in one of the antenna
masses impalts momentum to rne
mass, therebv causing a Cisplacenenr
that is given b],
6* o aE cos 0.
where AE is the energJr loss of the muon
in the anenna mass, e the argle betrveen the
displacemenr and the inclcienr muon momentum,
m the anteDna mass, and "ro the suspensj.onresonant frequenc,.,.
The energy loss of muons in matter is almost
entire1l, through electromagnetic interactrons so thar the ene:31. Loss per column density,
k(E), is vi.rtually constant with
ene:'gy for relativistic muons. A lo-l Bev
muon loses l .v.ev/gm/cmi,
wir'e a l04 Bev
-30
muon loses
lley/gm/enz.
The ve:'tical flux of muons ai sea level with an energy
greater than l0-l BeV is
.,
-?
approxirnatelv l0 - particles/c:n'
sec sr. For energies larger than l0 BeV, the
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i n r e g : . a t e df l u : r v a r i e s a s - l o - 1 / E 3 ( B e v ) .
Since the flux falls off steepll. wj.th ene!.g\.and the ene!.g-\.loss is almost
independent
of ene:91', the bulk of ihe muon events * l:mpar.r the sarne momentum to the
suspension.
I f r v e u s e t h e f o l l o \ r i n gs a r n o l es u s p e n s i o np a r a m e t e r s , m - l o 4 C , f ^ - 5 x 1 0 - z H z , p - 3 ,
a n d r ) ' p i c a l l i n e a r d i m e n s i o n s- r o c m , t h e a v e r a g e e n e r g l . l o s s p " " i r , r u ' i s - t o - 1
Bev.
-{.t sea level the antenna mass might experience impulsive displacements of-lo-18
cm
occu!:ing at an ave:age rare of once a second. -qn event arising froh the passage of a
l O = B e | m u o n r e s u l t s : n a d i s p l a c e m e n to f l O - 1 7 c m a t a r a t e o f o n c e . a y e a r .
Although the shaPe of the anrenna mass can be designed to reduce somewhat
the effect
and frequencl'of muon interactions especiallf if we take advantage of the
anisotropy of
the muon flux, the best oav of reducing the noise is to prace the anterua masses
undergt:y,i.
The pulse rare at depths oJ ZOm, 300 m. and Z km is approximately 3 x l0-2,
',
'pulses/second.
t0
l0
If the antenna outpu! :s measured over times that include manJ. muon pulses, as rt
rrould be in a search fo:' pulsar radiation, the noise can be treated as a stationary
distribution. under the assumprion that the muon events are :'andom and, for ease of
calculation, that the magnirude of the momentum impacts is the same for aU muons, the
spect:'al po$er dens:.r).of displaceroent squared of the antenna mass is
1

ax- (f)

-=i-

1

4N(AE/c)-

=:

z,_-

3 ?;
{.,7) m I

fo: f >rfo, \rhere li !s the ave:.agenumbe:. of pulses per second, AE/c the momentum
impa:reci ro the mass pe:' pulse, and m the antenna mass. For the sarnple susDenslon
paramete:s at sea level,

. z1Hr.
h.

Gravirat:onal-Gradienr \oi.se
The antenna i.s sensitive to gravitational

field gradients,

tbat is, differential gravitational forces exerted on the masses defining the ends of the i.nterferoEeter arms. No
data are a!'ailable concerning high-freguency graf itational gradients that occur naturally
on or near the surface of the earth. Two effecrs can bring about gravitational-gradient
nolse: first, ti.me-dependenrdensit"vvariations in both the atmosphere and the ground,
and second, motions of existing inhohogeneities j.n the mass distribution around the
antenrla.
An estimate of these tvo effects can be made with a crude model. -q,ssumethat one of
the antenna masses is at the boundarv of a volume that has a fluctuating density. The
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anount of mass that can partake in a cohe:.ent density fluctuation at
freguenc:,, f and
exeri a force on the mass is roughr.v that lnciuded in a sphe.e *i.th a
nadius equal to hau
the acoustic wa'r'er.ength, )r, in the ground. The fluctuaring gravitational
force on the
mass ls

F_(f)
6

)

,LAp(g G,

;__;

rrhere Ap(f) is the density fluciuation at f!equenc:,' f, and G
the Nevtonian gral.irational
constant. The densit.v {Iucruations driven by ground noise Ln the splere
are
ax (f)

a p r f=
l r ( p )- f : ,

where (p) is the average densi.ty of rhe ground, and Ax"(f) is the ground
noise di.splaceEent. If f is large:' than tr'!eresonanr frequenc;,'of the suspension,
the ratio of the displace:rent squared of the mass to that of the ground motion
is given b"v
t

-

a x i ( f ) l ( e) c 1 "
l..-l

axl(f)

lzrf I

For ihe earrh, thi.s isolari.on factor
Ax: (f)

,,,_
g_

---Ja,i_
,...2 r"r

is

l4

i1

which:s much smarler than the isolarion faclor for the attenuation of direct
sround
moti.on b-r.the sarnple suspeDsion.
d comparable approich can be usei in esti.rnati.ng the effect of motions
of i.nhomogeneities in the di,stri.burion of matter around the antenna n,hich
are driven b), ground
noise. If we assulne an exrlerne case of a complete inhomogeneity,
for exa.mple, an
atmosphere-ground irte:'face, the mass that partakes ia a coherent motion,
ax(f),
1

eould be m - r'(p).
F-(f)
1

5

;-

The fluctuating force on the nearest antennamass is

t

=

i:rG(p) sx(f).

The isolati,on factor is
2

axl(f)

-

--r!_-t-l
,

ax;(f)
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which is cor:rparable to the isolaii.on factor
att.ibutable to densit_\.fluctuarions.
facrors become smalier if the disEnce berveen
the masses is less than X.
i,

These

Elecrric Fieid and:\,Iagnet:.cField Noise
fields

in dielectric-free

conducting vacuum chambers are typj.call).
These fields result from variations in the work function of
surfaces and
occur even when all surfaces in a systern are
constructed of the sarne material, since
the wo !'k function of one erystal face is
diffe:'ent from that of another. Temporal fluctuations in these fierds are caused by impurity
migrations and variations in adsorbed
gas layers. Little is known about the
correlation tlme of these fluctuations, ,except that
at room temperature it seems to be tronger
than a few seconds and at cryogenic tem:t is possible to keep the fieids constant to better
than Io-r2 v/cm for several
:"rrt"i;r
hours.'"
l0

_?El.ecrric
'v/em.

The electric force on a suspended antema
mass is
F

"

-

t

,

;8'A,

where A is ihe exposed anten:a surface and g
,
is the fiuctuating electric field at the
surface' unde:' the assumption that the power
spectrum of the field fluctuati.ons i.s
simiLa:'to that of the flicker effeet in vacuum
tubes or to the surface effects in semrconductors, both of which come from 1a:.ge_scale,
but slow, ehanges in the surface
prope:ties of materiar's, the erectric force power
spectrum might be represented bv
?

2 t-2,
'E
e'

(t /r

avn / Hz,

otz +

where "o is rhe correlation time ofthe fr.uctuations,
ano (rl)
force squared.

is the average electric

If the gravitational wave frequenc-vis rnuch greater
lhart t/to and also higher than
the resonan: frequency of the suspension, the power
specrrum of the displacements
sguared becomes

a*?(f)'
-F=--;

@4)Az
-? r_-, e, - '.-. r

, O rr :

"^z 1fl".

F o r r n - t O 4 g m , A - t 0 2 "^2,

ax? (f)

-
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This noise is consider.abLyless than that from the poisson noise of the
laser. Neve:._
theless, it is necessar'.'to take care to shield, er.ectrostatically, the deflecri.on
mi.rror
suriaces.
Geomagnetic srorms caused bl, ionospher:c c,rrients dr:.ven
by the solar wind and
cosmic rays create flucruat:.ng magnelic fieLds at the surface
of lhe Earth. The smoothed
polver spectrum of the magnetic field fluctuadons in mi.d-lati.tude
regions at freguencies greater than l0-3 Hz is approxi:natelyzl
2

r

t

^z,-.

u / rLz,

o'

wirh Bo - 3 x to-8 G. Large pulses with ampliiudes -5
x l0-3 G are obserrred occasionalh'; the rise time of rhese FuIses j.s of rhe orcier of minutes.22
Flucuating

magnetic fields i.nre!'act with the anren'a mass pri.lcari.ry
through edd-v
cur:'ents induced in it or, if ir is consiructed of :nsulating
material, in the conducrr.ng
coaeng around rhe anrenna that is fequired to preve* charge
buitdup. The inreraction,
especiallv at 10w frequencies, can also take place through ferromagnetic
impurities in
non:nagnetic marer:als. M€netic field gradienrs cause
center-of_mass motions of the
suspendecimass. Inte:'nal motions are escited by magnetic pressures
if the skin deDth
is smalle!. than the dimensions of the anten ra mass.
In an extre:ne moder. it rvourd be assumed rhat ihe fructuating
magnetic rierds are
complereJ']' excruded bv the a*enna mass and rhar the fiel.d
changes over the di:rrensrons
of rhe rDass are equaLto the fj.elds. The magned.c forces are
fo, =
3| Sze.
The porve:. spect:.um for cenre::-of-mass morions, with
f > fl becomes.

axz(f)

-Af

=:.

-n'"1

z,-_

3 E

t b n m t

For the sample suspensi.on, using the smoorheC pover spectrum
of magnetic field
fluctuations, we have

- to-26/ta
axe 111

^^2 t., -

The displacements arising from iniernal motions driven by
magretic pressures
frequencies lower than the itte!.nal resonart frequency, torrrr, """ given
bv
)

ax- (f)
-F
=

t

^

A'B:
"

-1-I--

,
c::-- tHz.

oittt
-llthough the disrurbances causeci bv the smoo red porve:. spectrum do not appear
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troublesome in compa:'ison rrith the othe:' noise sources, the occasional large magnetic
pul.ses 11i11necessirate piacing botb conducting and high-p magnetj.c shields around the
(It is not lnconceivable thar \\'ebe.'s coincident events may be causeci
b1'pulses in geomagnetic storns, if his conductj.ng shielding is inadequate. It woulci
-1
-?
,^-16.
.)
requi:e a pulse of 1o-- G r'ith a rise time -10-' s to distort his bars b)'A(/l - 10
antenna masses.

5.

Detection of G:'aritalional. trl:aves in the -{,nrenna Output Signal

The inte:ie:omere:' (se:vo) output signal j.s filtered after detection.
tional $ave di.splacements in the filterei oulpul si.gnal are given by

a rgz .=. J'|o*

The gravita-

rrrr 12,2 ,r, oz ^,

u h e : e F ( f ) i s t h e f i i r e r s p e c t r a i r e s p o n s e , h ' ( f ) is the spectral. power density of the
gralitati.onal $ave metric components, and ! is the arm length of the antema interferThe noise ciisolacements in the filtered output signal are given by

onete:'.

.,
^

-Axa
" n = rl*
o

t--

a -#
irrrt
- r-/

/f\

df,

Af

:s :he spect:al poBer densitl' of the displacement noise. In order to
obserl'e a g:'avirarional save, the signai-lo-noise :'atlo has to be greater than 1. That
is, Ax--/Ax: > I.
lrhe:e 3:i:(f)/3f

6

r

r

TtrE dominant noise source for the anrenna apP€ars to be the amPlitude fl'uctuations
in the lase:: ou:.put power. \tr'hentransiated j.ffo equivalent disPlacement of the masses'
- I0 " em- /Hz.
the noise has been sholrn to have a flat spectrum given b5-ax;(f)/Af
lf $e asgume this noise ald an ideal.ized unit). gain bandpass filter
quencies f, and f1, then the signal-to-noise ratio becomes
^! .
Ax_

f
^
l/; J, nr{rt r

with cutoff fre-

' , r : , , ^ . - : . .

-=--Axn

sxl(f)

ti

or

(fz-fr)

For conrinuous gravitational

$'aves, the mlnimum

dereetable gravitational

wave

me!:ic spectral densit]' is then
.,
,

s^ ^r .n- r /]f '\

J
i:-rfr>* -+e
L-

4y

ln

- ?" ?

? -(cm)
f

-l

liz'.

ell deiined; a reasonableassumPtion
Derecrabilitl.criteria for pulses cannol be so 1r,
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is that the pulse nene:g;"' be equal ro the noise nenerg],." The
optimum f te!. should have
a bandwidth comparabie to the puise bandlvidth. The spectral
density of a pulse of duration r is roughl)'distributeci throughout a l/i bandwialth. A possible
signal-to_noise
crite!'ion ior pulses is then
axl(f )
,
Ax-r > -*Ar

It

or in te:.:ns of h,
?
Ax- (f )
n'

.n zt

=T-

I

As an esample, the \l'ece-r pulses induce impulsive stra'ns
of h _ Z x 10-16 for a
duration of approximatel;' to-J s, so that hZr - 4 x ro-35. A
t-m inierferomere: ar:n
anterura ofrhe proposed Cesign would have a noise " energl."
of I x lO-37, so thar rhe
signal-to-noise ratio for lVeber events rvould approach 100/1.
A meaningfui searcn for the pul.sar radiation requires a more
elaborate and con_
sicierablv more expensi.veinsiar.ration. The spectral densiiy of
the pursar gral,itational
wave metri.c is

h-(f) = hi6(f-fo),
rpherefp is a multjDle of the pulsaf rorar:.onfreguencr..
The signal-to_noise ratio is
Ax:

.

2

,

t/4 h;!_-'-_
AxJrr
-r t

E

n

E,3'Cohere:rtarnplitucie de:ec:i.on, using a :'ererence
signar at murtiples of the pulsar
rotadon irequenc;', 'ue can .eduee rhe i':.he:' bandwidt::
b.v inereasing the posrderection
inreg:'ation time' The inregrarion ti*"'
,ina, requlred !o observe the pulsar radiation
n'ith a signal-io-noise ra!:o greate, than i
is giten b).
1

axi(fo)
4 -

tr-' >--t+

'

n-l

'1""uTrn* tn"eGunn'osrriker upDe: Iirnit for the gravitati.onal
radiation oi ihe crab
.
-Jebu.a pulsar, ho - 2 x l0-"', and an anrerulalvith a
l-km !nte:"fe!omete:.arm, .,^,e
'inci
that tlre integ:.ation time is around one dar..

qI-I

:\O.
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-{n imeresting poinr, suggested b;' D. J. iUuehi.ner, i.s that the \\ieber events, if rne1.
are gravitational radiation pulses, could consdtule the dominant noise in a pulsar radiation search.

Under the assumption that the \\'eber pulses cause stepuke strains, ho, at
an ave:'age rate of n per second, and that th€ integration time includes many pulses,
the po[er spectrum of d!.splacement squared ls glven roughl1. by

z,_-

cm / nz.

q
-rA
-1
-2.2
2
\\'ith f - 60 Hz, h^- l0 '", l- l0'cm, and N- lo -/s, the noise is -to " em'/Hz,
lvhtch is greater than the Poisson noise of the laser.
Large pulses can be bbserved
directlf in the broadband output of the antema and can therefore be removed in the data
ana1.}-sisof the pulsar si.gnal. If the energ}' spectrum of gravitational radiation pulses

is, ho1lever, such that there is a higher rate for lower energl. pulses, in particular, if
?
shl is constant as h^ gets smalLer, gravitational radiation maJ' prove to be the dominant
noise source in the pulsar radiation measurements.
Appendix
Comparison of Ine:'ferometric

Broadband and Resonant Bar Antennas

for Detection of Gravitational Wave Pulses
Aside from thej.r greater possible length, interferometric broadband antennas have
a funhe:' adtantage over bars, in that the thermal noise j.n the detection bandwidth for
the gravitarional $ave pulse is smaller than for the bar. In the following calculation it
j.s assurned that the thermal noi,se is the dominam noise in both t]'pes of anrennas.
Let the gravitational. raciiation signal be a pulse given by
t < 0
['

h(r)=.1h

0 <t <t-

L0

o

The spectral energy densitl' of the pulse is
2 7

n

2

Zh-t- sin- 4o/2

2
(!) =

ii
I

,-J'7
) a

l-j
J (3t )-

o<- <r/t^
the equiTalent energy box spectrum

I

I

I0
L
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Tire gravitational. force spectral density is
J

I

rlul=|-*h=t \2'^2.
Using the d_r'namicinterpretation for the iDteraction of the
bar with the gravitationalwave pu]se, the ,'energvn in the bar after the pulse
excitation is given by

f'

*!t,tat=r,

n

i'o
)

o^,

where .ro is the resonant frbquency of the bar.
The pulse nenerg-v" is disrributed throughout the
rirlging Uro" of tfr" bar so that
E- - x:(tl 2Q/- ,
E

E

o

and the average displacement of the ends
of the bar becomes
.ra t
?

|l

t

t^w^t

x;(t) - -i;L

The average thermal-noise displacement is

\ xrn/

_ {K.L

The thermal noise al,so rings on the average for
a period r The signal-to-noise ratio for the bar is given by

zq/-o

:a
t x-.,,
Nou, make the same calculation for the broadband
antenna vith a filter
pulse spectru:n. The displacement spectnrm
is

*z 1-y= 1rz
1.yg.2=

,ff
(2nJz

The pulse " energJr' in a filter
*L
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If the resonant frequencl', oo, of the suspension is smaller than 9)L, and the suspension has a high Q, the thermal "energy" in the same bandrvidth is given by
-

:111

,2

=

1i'-1L1,

i^

= i^

C " / t ^t

4kT*^m

I

---*

-

-L

o*.

w

m'*'

lt
Generally ..," << , the thermal nenergy" becomes

o

4kT- t
-rt!

u

The signal-to-noise rario for the broadband antenna is
^t g
-TH

2
*;
_
(*is)

lirzf3qm.3
_
L
'Aruo

The signal-to- noi.se ratio for the broadband antenna relative to the equivalent-length
resonant bar antenna at the same tempelature is

p

(S,/N)--

.t5p _

_

2 { " Q' l-5-l lm
, -**r,/,
EE

L'

--

oBB

( t o - o B ) m B . o2B

{)/:\,8

The best ease for the bar is a pul.servith ,o -

*.

If we 3ssrrmeweber bar param-

A
a
o
'
eters mB - I 0- g, "ro" - t 0 and the sample suspension pararrteters previously g!.ven,
Q""

-

toa, m""

-

l0{ E, .L-

103, l,lo"" - 3x to-1, the signal-to-noise ratio

approacbes -104.

?his entire factor Lannot be realized because the laser amplitude
noise dominates in the inrcrferometric antenna.
R. Weiss
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